INDOOR FIREARM RANGE & GUN SHOP

Firearm Repairs / Transfers / Shipping Policy
**Due to heavy demand and to serve customers more efficiently,
Targetmaster is implementing the following rate policies:
**Special exceptions can be made on a case by case basis for any of the below fees,
with management approval.
Please Circle the Letter & Initial Service Desired
I. Repairs
(Must have original purchase receipt or Record of Sale Form if purchased from
Targetmaster)
(All repairs can be picked up or dropped off Monday-Friday ONLY)
(status check of manufacturer repairs can be checked by contacting the
manufacturer and giving them the serial # of the gun.)
A. New/ & select used guns purchased from Targetmaster that are under
manufacture warranty
1. no charge
B. Used guns purchased from Targetmaster that are going back to the
manufacturer or to the gunsmith for repair
1. no charge for (60) days from purchase date
2. shipping & handling charge of $25 plus insurance* after (60) days,
3. handling fee of $25(fixed or not) plus gunsmithing fees
(we will always try to have used guns honored under mfg. warranty, if not,
charges are applicable)
C. Used/New guns that are going to the gunsmith for malfunctioning or customer
requested work including estimates
1. handling fee of $25(fixed or not) plus gunsmithing charges
D. Guns(new or used) not purchased from Targetmaster and being shipped back
to the manufacturer
1. $50 plus shipping, plus insurance*, plus manufacturer fees if applicable

II. Firearm Transfers
(Transfers will only be done Monday – Friday)
A. Person to Person/Non-FFL transfers in store
1. $30 per gun, plus PICS fee + state gun tax
2. $50 per gun plus pics fee + state gun tax for weekend transfers
B. Dealer to Dealer transfers inbound
1. $50 for the first gun, $30 for each additional gun; plus PICS fee
III. Shipping Firearms to FFL’s
(Firearm(s) must be dropped off Monday – Friday)
A. Long Gun
1. $50 per gun plus shipping, plus insurance*
B. Hand Gun
1. $50 plus shipping, plus insurance* for the first gun, $35 plus
insurance* for each additional gun
Note: Please understand that we have nothing to do with when a mfg. returns your
firearm or another dealer ships your gun out for transfer to us. Please call them to
check status. A service charge of $25 will be charged (if we deem necessary) if a
customer wants Targetmaster to check the status.
*Insurance cost is $1 per $100 insured. Insurance is optional but customer assumes
full responsibility if insurance is waived.
Waive_____
Accept_____
**Special exceptions can be made on a case by case basis for any of the above fees,
with management approval.

Date:________________
__________________________
Customer Name
__________________________
Signature
__________________________
Phone Number

__________________________
Targetmaster Salesperson

